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Charge transport is crucial to the performance of hybrid halide perovskite solar cells. A theo-
retical model based on large polarons is proposed to elucidate charge transport properties in the
perovskites. Critical new physical insights are incorporated into the model, including the recogni-
tions that acoustic phonons as opposed to optical phonons are responsible for the scattering of the
polarons; these acoustic phonons are fully excited due to the “softness” of the perovskites, and the
temperature-dependent dielectric function underlies the temperature dependence of charge carrier
mobility. This work resolves key controversies in literature and forms a starting point for more
rigorous first-principles predictions of charge transport.
PACS numbers: 72.10.Di, 72.10.Fk, 72.40.+w, 72.20.Jv
I. INTRODUCTION
Organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites represent a fas-
cinating class of materials poised to revolutionize op-
toelectronic, in particular, photovoltaic applications1–3.
These materials possess a set of unusual transport prop-
erties crucial to their photovoltaic performance. Essen-
tial to the transport properties is charge carrier mobility
µ, which exhibits following behavior unique to this fam-
ily of materials: (1)µ ∝ n−1 where n is charge carrier
concentration4; (2)µ ∝ I
−1/2
0 where I0 is incident pho-
ton flux5; (3)µ ∝ T−3/2 where T is temperature5–9; and
(4)µ is insensitive to defects10,11. There is great inter-
est to understand and control the transport properties
of the perovskites, further propelling the development of
perovskite-based solar cells. However, no complete phys-
ical picture has emerged so far to fully account for the
experimental observations on charge transport and the
nature of charge transport remains a subject of intense
debate10–13.
In this paper, we propose a theoretical model to eluci-
date the charge transport behavior in the perovskites. In
this model, the charge carriers are characterized as large
polarons, resulted from the carrier interaction with op-
tical phonons10. Hence the residual interaction between
the polarons and the optical phonons is much weaker
than the interaction with acoustic phonons. The charge
transport is determined by the scattering of the polarons
by themselves, defects and longitudinal acoustic (LA)
phonons and is governed by Boltzmann equation. These
interactions are screened by a temperature-dependent di-
electric function as a result of spontaneous polarization
in the perovskites at low temperatures. Owing to the
“softness” of the perovskites, the LA phonons are fully
excited, interacting strongly with the polarons. The con-
stant carrier concentration n leads to an equilibrium dis-
tribution function of the polarons that is proportional to
n, resulting in n-dependent carrier mobilities.
II. NATURE OF CHARGE CARRIERS
In the following, we take MAPbI3 [MA
+=(CH3NH3)
+]
as a representative of ABX3 perovskite family to illus-
trate the general physical picture of charge transport.
A. Properties of of large polarons
In MAPbI3, the interaction between a free carrier and
longitudinal optical (LO) phonons (i.e., Pb-I stretching
modes) is stronger than that between the carrier and
the acoustic phonons14, supported by the emission line
broadening experiment12. According to the theory of
large polarons15, the binding energy, radius and effec-
tive mass of a large polaron can be expressed as EP =
V 2L/4Te, RP = 2Tea/VL, and mP = V
4
L [4ω
2
LOa
2T 3e ]
−1, re-
spectively. Here ωLO is the frequency of the LO phonon
and a is the lattice constant of MAPbI3; Te ∼ ~
2/(2mr2)
is the kinetic energy of the conduction electrons, where
m is the mass of the electron, r is the characteristic
length-scale over which the wave-function of the conduc-
tion electron changes substantially, taken as the mean
value between the radius of Pb2+ ion and Pb atom16,17,
i.e., r ∼1.675 A˚. VL represents the interaction between
the carrier and the LO phonon-induced electric field,
VL ∼
1
4πǫ0
e2
2
(
1
ε∞
− 1
ε0
)
1
r
, (1)
where ε0 and ε∞ are static and optical dielectric con-
stant. Using both experimentally measured18,19 and
first-principles computed20,21 parameters of MAPbI3, we
estimate EP ∼ 67 - 112 meV, RP ∼ 22 - 28 A˚ and
mP ∼ 4.1 − 12 m. Since EP is much higher than
the room temperature, these polarons are thermally sta-
ble, in line with the large polaron hypothesis for charge
transport10,11,13,20,22–24. We can also estimate the crit-
ical concentration of the polarons as nc = (2RP)
−3
∼
5.5 × 1018cm−3; beyond this critical value, neighboring
polarons would overlap. In normal operating conditions
of the solar cells, the free carrier concentration n is 6,9
2less than 1018cm−3 and nc, thus the large polarons could
avoid each other in MAPbI3.
B. Distribution function of polarons
The Fermi-Dirac distribution of polarons can be ap-
proximated by the Boltzmann distribution25 if
(
2π~2
mPkBT
)3/2n≪ 1. (2)
Under the normal operating conditions, this equation
is satisfied, thus the photo-generated electrons are non-
degenerate and one can replace the Fermi-Dirac distribu-
tion by the Boltzmann distribution. Later we will show
that the polaron state can be characterized by its mo-
mentum p, and the energy of the polaron state |p〉 is
thus denoted as εp.
In an intrinsic or lightly doped MAPbI3, the carriers
are generated primarily by photo- as opposed to ther-
mal excitations. Thus n is determined by I0, and largely
independent5,26 of T . Hence, we can express the occu-
pation number f0(εp) per spin for polarons of energy εp
as:
f0(εp) =
4π3/2~3e−εp/kBT
(2mPkBT )3/2
n. (3)
As will be shown later, the linear n dependence of the po-
laron distribution function gives rise to the n dependence
of carrier mobility.
C. Formation free energy of polarons
To further establish the fact that the polarons are ther-
modynamically stable than free electrons in MAPbI3 un-
der the normal operating conditions, we next estimate
the formation free energy of the polarons relative to that
of the free electrons. There are two major contributions
to the entropy of the polarons. Once a polaron is formed,
it acquires an excluded volume and increases its effec-
tive mass, leading to higher translational entropy. At
the same time, the induced lattice distortion due to the
polaron increases the vibrational frequencies and lowers
the vibrational entropy. In the following, we will estimate
these competing contributions to the entropy.
1. Change in translational entropy
It is known that the translational entropy for non-
degenerate free electron gas of N electrons occupying a
volume of V , is
Sg = NkB[ln
V
N
(
2πmkBT
h2
)3/2 +
5
2
], (4)
where h is the Planck constant.27
If all electrons become polarons, the free volume Vf for
the polarons is reduced to Vf = V −N4πR3P/3, and their
corresponding translational entropy SP becomes
27
SP = NkB [ln
Vf
N
(
2πmPkBT
h2
)3/2 +
5
2
], (5)
where mP is the polaron mass. Thus, the change in en-
tropy ∆se per electron is
∆se = (SP − Sg)/N = kB ln(1− n4πR
3
P
3
)(
mP
m
)3/2, (6)
where n = N/V is the number of free electrons per unit
volume. From Eq. (6), one can see that (i) ∆se does not
depend on temperature; (ii) the larger themP, the higher
the entropy; (iii) the finite size of the polarons decreases
their entropy relative to the electrons. Under the normal
conditions, the concentration n of the polarons is much
less than nc, therefore the translational entropy of the
polarons is higher than that of the free electrons, i.e.,
∆se > 0.
2. Change in vibrational entropy
The entropy S1 of a harmonic oscillator with frequency
ω is given by25:
S1 = −kB ln(1− e−~ω/kBT ) + ~ω
T
e−~ω/kBT
1− e−~ω/kBT . (7)
In a undeformed crystal, the entropy S10 due to a single
LO mode can be obtained from Eq. (7) by letting ω =
ωLO, where ωLO is the frequency of the LO mode. In each
primitive cell of MAPbI3, the vibrational frequencies of
three stretching modes (Pb-I bonds) are increased due to
the lattice distortion. Hence, the vibrational entropy is
decreased.
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FIG. 1. (a) Formation free energy as function of temperature;
(b) The ratio of number of electrons (Ne) to the number of
polarons (NP ) vs. temperature.
Comparing to free electrons in a undeformed lattice,
the change in the vibrational entropy ∆sv per polaron is:
∆sv = −3
4
3πR
3
P
a3
(S1 − S10), (8)
where 43πR
3
P/a
3 accounts for the number of the primitive
cells occupied by a large polaron, and the factor of 3 rep-
resents the three Pb-I stretching modes. If temperature
is higher than 50 K, the decrease of the vibrational en-
tropy dominates the change in the translational entropy,
cf. Fig.1(a).
33. Relative contributions to conductivity from polarons and
electrons
The change in entropy ∆s in forming a polaron is
∆s = ∆se +∆sv. (9)
The formation free energy ∆f per polaron is thus
∆f(T ) = −EP − T∆s, (10)
which is plotted as a function of temperature in Fig.1(a).
The shallow minimum in Fig.1(a) is due to the larger
effective mass mP of polarons and n ≪ nc. With the
increase of temperature, |∆f(T )| is decreased, i.e., po-
larons become less stable at a higher temperature.
At temperature T , the ratio between Ne(T ) (the num-
ber of electrons) and NP(T ) (the number of polarons) is
given by25
[
Ne(T )
NP(T )
]2 = e
2∆f(T )kBT , (11)
where we assume that the formation free energy of hole
polarons is the same as that of electron polarons. We
can see from Fig.1(b) that the below 140 K, the number
of electrons is negligible. At 300 K, Ne(T )/NP(T ) ∼ 0.1.
Therefore, the dominant carriers in MAPbI3 are large
polarons, as opposed to electrons and holes.
III. DIELECTRIC SCREENING
There is a misconception in literature which attributes
the temperature dependence of carrier mobility, i.e., µ ∝
T−3/2 entirely to the scattering of acoustic phonons. This
misconception counters the fact that many non-polar
semiconductors do not exhibit the same T−3/2 depen-
dence as the perovskite materials although their carri-
ers are scattered primarily by acoustic phonons28. We
believe that the perovskites possess a unique but often
overlooked feature, i.e., the existence of a spontaneously
polarized phase at low temperatures, which is responsible
for the unique temperature dependence of carrier mobil-
ity. More specifically, we will reveal in following that it
is the temperature dependence of the dielectric function
that among other factors, yields the temperature depen-
dence of carrier mobility in the perovskites.
Recent molecular dynamics simulations indicate that
there exists a super paraelectric phase in MAPbI3 below
1000K [20]. It is known that the super paraelectric phase
emerges from a spontaneously polarized phase with in-
creased temperature. For ABX3 perovskites, the critical
polarizability αc above which a spontaneous polarization
takes place is given by αc = (a/2)
3/0.383 [29]. For
MAPbI3, αc = 8.16× 10−29 m3. On the other hand, the
polarizability of MAPbI3, αdis is mainly induced by the
displacements of Pb2+ and I− ions and can be estimated
as αdis = 2.73× 10−28m3 > αc [30]. Hence, below a cer-
tain temperature, MAPbI3 is spontaneously polarized.
For a super paraelectric phase, one can express its di-
electric function as follows:29,31–33
ε(ω, T ) = ε∞ +
1
3
ndp
2
kBT ǫ0
1
1− iωτ(T ) (12)
+
9
β(T − θ)
ω2ip
ω′2 − iγ′ω − ω2 .
The first term represents the contribution from the bound
electrons at the optical frequencies and room tempera-
ture and it is taken from an experimental measurement
(ε∞ ≈ 6.5)
18. The second term stems from the rota-
tions of MA ions. The dipole moment of the MA cation
is p = 7.64 × 10−30C·m and the number density of the
cations is nd ≈ 4 × 1027m−3 [34]. τ(T ) is the tempera-
ture dependent relaxation time of the MA ions32 which
is about 0.2 -14 ps32,35,36. The third term represents
the contribution of the displacements of Pb2+ and I−
ions, and the factor 9/β(T − θ) account for the static
susceptibility29,37. ωip is the frequency of ionic plasmon;
ω′ and γ′ are the eigenfrequency and friction coefficient
of the Pb-I stretching mode31. β is a constant29 with
a dimension of inverse temperature (K−1). It turns out
that in MAPbI3, θ ∼ 0K is a small number
30 compared
to T . If the spontaneously polarized phase below the
critical temperature is ferroelectric, θ > 0. If the phase
is anti-ferroelectric, θ < 0 [33].
If the frequency ω is so low (ω ≪ 7× 1010Rad/s) that
the product ωτ(T ) ≪ 1, [1 − iωτ(T )]−1 ∼ 1. Hence the
second term reduces to ndp
2/(3kBT ǫ0). Specifically, at T
= 300K and ω = 0, the second terms becomes a constant
( 2). Therefore, the second term and the third term scale
approximately as 1/T , and Eq.(12) becomes
ε(ω, T ) = ε∞ + C(ω)/T, (13)
where C(ω) is a materials constant, independent of tem-
perature. This result agree very well with the experi-
mental data at ω/2π = 1KHz above 160K (cf. Fig. 3 of
[19]) as shown in Fig. 2. Note that this 1/T dependence
is analogous to Curie-Weiss law due to magnetic phase
transitions.
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FIG. 2. Static dielectric constant as function of temperature
in MAPbI3. The experimental data (squares) are taken from
[19], and the solid line is a fit from Eq. (13).
If ω is 7 × 1010 − 1012Rad/s, ωτ(T ) ∼ 1. In this
frequency range, the second term becomes a dominant
4contribution. As a result, ε(ω, T ) deviates from the 1/T
behavior, as found experimentally in the case of ω/2π =
90GHz in [32].
As will be shown later, the screened polaron-LA
phonon interaction is responsible for charge transport
in the perovskites. The characteristic acoustic phonon
frequency is ωb = clπ/a, where a is the lattice con-
stant and cl is the speed of longitudinal sound wave.
In MAPbI3, ωb ∼ 10
13Rad/s [30]. For such a high fre-
quency, ωτ(T )≫ 1, the second term can be ignored, and
Eq.(12) is reduced to Eq.(13) again.
It is experimentally observed that below 150 -160 K,
ε(ω, T ) deviates from the 1/T behavior19, giving rise
to contrasting transport behaviors9. This deviation is
caused by structural phase transition from tetragonal to
orthorhombic phase.
IV. CHARGE TRANSPORT AND CARRIER
MOBILITY
A. Polaron-LA phonon vs. polaron-LO phonon
interaction
It is generally accepted that as quasiparticles,
large polarons result from the interaction between
electrons (or holes) with optical phonons in ionic
perovskites10,11,13,20,22. However, it is often mistakenly
assumed that the same optical phonons must also be
principally responsible for scatting of the large polarons.
This assumption would yield incorrect temperature de-
pendence of carrier mobility, which is the source of confu-
sion and debate in literature10–13. Here we demonstrate
that much of the electron-LO phonon interaction he-LO
is involved in the formation of large polarons, thus the
residual interaction hP-LO is substantially weaker than
the interaction between the polaron and the LA phonon,
hP-Aph in MAPbI3. Based on Born-Huang model of
electron-optical phonon interaction, we can show
he-LO/he-LA ∼
3
2~ωLO(
~
2mωLO
)1/4[4πα]1/2
1
ε
√
~
2Mjclkb
2 e
2
ǫ0
n
1/2
cell
. (14)
Here ncell is the number of primitive unit cells in a unit
volume. One can see that a softer lattice (smaller sound
speed cl), larger primitive unit cell (smaller kb and ncell)
and smaller ωLO will increase the relative importance of
he-LA. Since the electronic part of the polaron wave-
function is similar to the free electron wave-function,
hP-LA ≈ he-LA. On the other hand, according to the
Feynman model of large polarons,
hP-LO ∼ (α/10)
4he-LO, (15)
where α is a dimensionless coupling constant38. Combin-
ing Eq.(40) to Eq.(15), one has
hP-LO
hP-LA
∼ (α/10)4
3
2~ωLO(
~
2mωLO
)1/4[4πα]1/2
1
ε
√
~
2Mjclkb
2 e
2
ǫ0
n
1/2
cell
. (16)
With the material parameters for MAPbI3, we find
hP-LO/hP-LA ∼ 0.12. This result is supported by the
experiments which reported12,39 hP-LO/hP-LA ∼ 0.1.
Therefore, the acoustic phonons are chiefly responsible
for the scattering while the optical phonons are respon-
sible for the formation of the large polarons in MAPbI3.
Recent experiments also suggest that the e-LO phonon
interaction is primarily responsible for the line-width of
photoluminescence (PL) spectrum of the perovskites12,
which is consistent with the preceding analysis. As men-
tioned earlier, since electrons and holes are stabilized by
the interaction with the optical phonons, they have to be
“activated” prior to recombination, by absorbing opti-
cal phonons. After the annihilation, the optical phonons
have to be emitted to restore the deformed lattice. The
energy of the absorbed and emitted phonons is responsi-
ble for the PL line-width.
B. Scattering mechanisms
The Hamiltonian of the system can be written as
H = KP +HPP +HP-def +HP-LA +HLA, (17)
where KP denotes the sum of single polaron Hamil-
tonians, and HPP is the Coulomb interaction between
the polarons. HP-def represents the interaction between
the polarons and defects whereas HP-LA is the interac-
tion between the polarons and longitudinal acoustic (LA)
phonons; HLA is the Hamiltonian of LA phonons. The in-
teraction between the polarons and transverse phonons,
and the residual interaction between the polarons and
LO phonons are small, and can be neglected. Note
that HPP, HP-def and HP-LA represent dressed or ef-
fective interactions and are related to the correspond-
ing bare interactions via the dielectric function, e.g.,
HPP = H
bare
PP /ε(ω, T ).
We next apply the Boltzmann equation to elucidate the
transport behavior of large polarons in the perovskites.
The key physical quantity of interest is distribution func-
tion of the polarons, whose temporal rate change is
given by total collision frequency νt, including scatter-
ing contributions of polaron-polaron, polaron-defect and
polaron-LA phonon. νt is related to the charge carrier
mobility µ by µ = e/mPνt. We show that the large po-
larons are stable against the three collision processes in
Supporting Information and to a good approximation,
we can describe the translational motion of the polarons
by plane-waves. Thus the energy of the polaron is given
as εp = p
2/2mP, where p is the plane-wave momentum.
We denote the non-equilibrium distribution function of
polarons in state |p〉 as fp(t), and the distribution func-
tion of the LA phonons as Nk(t) (k is the wave vector of
the phonons) and their corresponding equilibrium coun-
terparts are given as f0 and N0.
The change rate of fp(t) due to the polaron and LA
phonon collision is given by νP-LA = (∂fp/∂t)P-LA and is
5calculated in the following.
(
∂fp
∂t
)P-LA = −
∑
k
∂N0(ωk)
∂~ωk
[f0(p
′)− f0(p)] (18)
{w(p′,k;p)(ϕp′ − ϕp + χk)δ(εp − εp′ − ~ωk)
−w(p′;p,k)(ϕp′ − ϕp − χk)δ(εp − εp′ + ~ωk)}.
Here ϕ and χ describe the deviations of fp and Nk from
their equilibrium values: fp − f0(ε) = −ϕ∂f0(ε)/∂ε,
and Nk −N0(k) = −χ∂N0(ωk)/∂~ωk. w(p′,k;p) is the
probability amplitude defined as w(p′,k;p)(Nk + 1) =
2π|〈p′,k|HP-LA(emission)|p〉|2/~, w(p′;p,k) is defined
by w(p′;p,k)Nk = 2π|〈p′|HP-LA(absorption)|p,k〉|2/~
[40]. Similar rate equations can be obtained for νP-def
and νPP and their expressions are given in Supporting
Information.
The characteristic frequency of the LA phonons is
ωb = cskb, where cs is the average sound speed in the
longitudinal direction. kb = π/a is the wave-vector at
the Brillouin zone boundary14. Because the elastic con-
stants of the perovskites are relatively small, cs and ωb
are also small. In the tetragonal phase41,42 of MAPbI3,
cs ≈ 2147 m/s, and ωb ∼ 82 K. In the pseudo-cubic
phase41,42, cs ≈ 2824 m/s, ωb ∼ 107 K. Thus at room
temperature, kBT & ~ωb and the LA phonons are fully
excited9. These fully excited LA phonons increase the P-
LA scattering probability and are principally responsible
for polaron scattering. In addition, the phonon distri-
bution function N0(ωk) in Eq. (53) can be reduced to
N0(ωk) ≈ kBT/~ωk.
We can now derive an analytical expression for the
change rates ∂fp/∂t induced by the three collision pro-
cesses HPP, HP-def and HP-LA. More specifically, change
rate due to the polaron-polaron scattering is given by30,43
νPP = (∂fp/∂t)PP:
νPP ∼
[
T
300εs1 + (T − 300)ε∞
]2
n (19)
4π3/2~3e−3/2
(2mPkBT )3/2
1
~
d4
a6
(
e2
ǫ0
)2
(kT )2
D3
,
where the dielectric function εs1 = ε(ωb, 300); D ∼ 3
eV is the conduction band width21,22,44 of MAPbI3 and
d = 2RP is the diameter of the polaron. The change
rate due to the polaron-defect scattering is14,30,40 given
by νP-def = (∂fp/∂t)P-def :
νP-def ∼
[
T
300εs1 + (T − 300)ε∞
]2
C
2π
~
(20)
(
e2∆z
ǫ0
)2
1
D2a3
~
4
(2mPkBT )2
kBT,
where C is the number of defects per cubic meter and
∆z is the effective charge of the defect. The change rate
due to polaron and LA phonon scattering is given by
νP-LA = (∂fp/∂t)P-LA:
νP-LA ∼
[
T
300εs1 + (T − 300)ε∞
]2
π
Mωbk2ba
3
4π
3
k3b (
ze2
ǫ0
)2(
kBT
~ωb
)2n
4π3/2~3e−3/2
(2mP)3/2(kBT )5/2
, (21)
where z is the weighted nuclear charges of the ions and
M is the reduced mass of Pb and I ions.
It is known that dominant defects in halide perovskites
are not particularly harmful to charge transport because
they do not create detrimental deep levels within the
band gap45–47. Therefore, in our model, only shallow
defects are considered, which could induce lattice defor-
mation and charge states at the defect center. Because
polaron scattering due to the former is much smaller than
the latter, we can approximate HP-def by Coulomb inter-
action between the point charges at the defect center and
the polarons.
To compare the relative importance of the scattering
processes, we evaluate the three terms by taking I− va-
cancies as an example of defects in MAPbI3. We assume
a moderate defect concentration at C = 4.0 × 1020cm−3
and ∆z = 1.22. The consideration of other point de-
fects will only change ∆z by a small amount (∆z =
1 - 3). The three contributions as a function of tem-
perature are plotted in Fig. 8. We find that at room
temperature νP-Aph ≫ νP-def ≫ νPP. Therefore, the
polaron-LA phonon scattering dominates charge trans-
port in MAPbI3, and µ would appear insensitive to the
defects.
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FIG. 3. (a) The polaron-polaron collision frequency as a func-
tion of T determined by Eq.(49); (b) The polaron-I− vacancy
collision frequency (circles) and the polaron-LA phonon col-
lision frequency (solid line) as functions of T determined by
Eq. (52) and (61). ε0 = 70 and ε∞ = 6.5 [18] are used in the
plot.
C. Concentration dependence of mobility
If we ignore νP-def and νPP, we arrive at the key result
of the model:
µ ∝ n−1m
1/2
P T
−3/2. (22)
6First, we find that the mobility is inversely proportional
to the carrier concentration n, and this finding is con-
sistent to the experimental measurements4 in p-doped
MAPbI3. In Fig. 4(a), we compare the experimental hole
mobility µh (squares) with the theoretical values (solid
line) as a function of n−1 where a good agreement is
found.
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FIG. 4. (a) Hole mobility µ vs. n−1
h
for p-doped MAPbI3.
The experimental data (squares) are taken from [4]; the solid
line is a fit of Eq. (22). (b) The logarithm of the effective
carrier mobility, log10φΣµ is plotted as a function of the loga-
rithm of incident photon flux, log10I0. The experimental data
(circles) are taken from [5], and the solid line is a fit of Eq.
(23).
Let γ be the electron-hole recombination coefficient,
κ the generation probability per impinging photon and
G the volume density of photons in the sample, we can
express n = (γ−1κG)1/2 by assuming n is much larger
than the trap center concentration. Here, G = I0/labs,
I0 is the incident photon flux and labs is the absorption
length26. Substitute the expression of n into Eq. (22),
one obtains:
µ ∝ (labsγ)
1/2(κI0)
−1/2T−3/2. (23)
The circles in Fig. 4(b) are experimental data5 for effec-
tive mobility φµ vs. incident flux I0, and the solid line is
a fit based on Eq. (23). Here we have to adjust the inter-
cept due to a lack of experimental values of κ, labs and
γ in [5], nevertheless the agreement in the slope between
the theory and the experiment is very good.
D. Temperature dependence of mobility
Finally, we compare the theoretical prediction with ex-
perimental data on carrier mobility as a function of tem-
perature making use of Eq. (61) and µ(T ) = e/mPνP-LA.
Because the values of ε0, ε∞ and n are not available in the
experiments6,7, we have to use n as a fitting parameter in
the comparison. By taking ε∞ = 4.5 and ε0 = 24.5 from
first-principles calculations20,21, we can fit the theoretical
mobility to the experimental data in Fig. 5. For the first
experiment6, n = 2.3× 1017cm−1 was used in the fitting
while for the second experiment7, n = 8.3 × 1017cm−1
was used in the fitting. Both values of n are reasonable26
and for both cases, satisfactory agreements to the exper-
imental data are obtained.
In a recent experiment by Hutter et al., the temper-
ature dependence of carrier mobility in MAPbI3 was
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FIG. 5. The carrier mobility µ as a function of temperature.
The solid curves are obtained from Eq. (61) with fitting a
parameter of n. (a) The experimental data (crosses) is from
[6], and n = 2.3 × 1017cm−3. (b) The experimental data
(squares) is from 7, and n = 8.3× 1017cm−3.
shown to exhibit two regimes of contrasting behaviors9.
Above 150 K, carrier mobility µ(T ) ∝ T−3/2 while be-
low 150 K, the mobility drops precipitately, decreasing
with decreased temperature. Using the experimental di-
electric function ε(ω, T ) for ω/2π = 1KHz as obtained
in19, our analytical expression in Eq. (61) can repro-
duce the experimental data of Hutter reasonably well in
both regimes, as shown in Fig.6. In the tetragonal phase
(T > 150 K), the mobility behaves as µ(T ) ∝ T−3/2,
while in the orthorhombic phase (T < 150K), the mobil-
ity decreases with decreasing temperature with a sharp
drop around 150 K. We further speculate that the reason
that the earlier experiments observed only the regime of
µ(T ) ∝ T−3/2 is due to the presence9,48 of the tetragonal
phase at T < 150 K.
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FIG. 6. Product of generation yield φ and mobility Σµ
as function of temperature. Circles (diamonds) are mea-
sured during the heating (cooling) process [9]. The dash line
is calculated from the experimental dielectric function [19]
and the solid line is obtained by shifting the the tetragonal-
orthorhombic transition temperature from [19] to [9].
V. SUMMARY
In conclusion, we proposed a theoretical model that
can elucidate key experimental observations on charge
transport in hybrid perovskite materials. Essential to the
model is improved understanding crucial to charge trans-
port, including that the acoustic phonons as opposed to
the optical phonons are responsible for the scattering of
large polarons, the acoustic phonons are fully excited due
to the “softness”of the perovskites, and the temperature
dependent dielectric function is the key contributor to
the temperature dependence of the mobility. Analytic
7expressions were given for various contributions to the
carrier mobility and compared to the experimental mea-
surements with good agreements. By directly relating
the carrier mobility to material parameters, the present
work may provide guidance for materials design and form
a starting point for more rigorous first-principles predic-
tions of transport properties.
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A. dielectric screening
In MAPbI3, there are four factors contributing to di-
electric function ε(ω, T ): (i) bound electrons; (ii) the dis-
placements of Pb2+ and I− ions of the lattice frame; (iii)
the rotation of MA dipoles and (iv) free electrons. The
contribution (iv) of ‘free’ carriers is negligible. We will
see that the displacements of ions is the most important.
1. MA dipoles
Let us show that the MA dipoles cannot form a
spontaneous polarized phase. Both experiments35 and
simulations49–51 show that the rotational barrier for the
changing direction of a MA dipole is larger than 13.5meV
(157K): below 157K, the MA dipoles are locked in vari-
ous orientations, i.e. a spontaneous polarization cannot
be implemented by the MA dipoles below 157K. In ad-
dition, the attraction energy between two dipoles is the
strongest if they take the same direction and are parallel
to the connection line of their centers31:
U = − 2
4πǫ0ε∞
p1p2
|x1 − x2|3 , (24)
where x1 and x2 are the position vectors of two dipoles
p1 and p2. In MAPbI3, the nearest distance between
two MA dipoles is |x1 − x2| = 6.3A˚, ε∞ = 6.5 [18], the
dipole moment of MA+ is34 p = 7.64 × 10−30C·m, then
U = 4meV=47K≪25meV=300K. At T > 47K, the MA
dipoles cannot align in the same direction to form a fer-
roelectric. Therefore, only the wobbling and rotating of
the MA dipoles contribute to the dielectric polarization.
2. Spontaneous polarization at low temperature
We give a simple reasoning to support that the ex-
istence of a spontaneously polarized phase at low tem-
perature is caused by the displacements of Pb2+ and I−
ions. The perovskite crystal can be viewed as composed
of three types of chains: (1) —I−—Pb2+—I−—; (2) —
I−—I−—; and (3) —MA—MA—. Denote the lattice
constant of MAPbI3 as a, the distance between two MAs
is a, the distance between two I− ions is a, the distance
between I− and Pb2+ is a/2. If one applies an electric
field along the direction of these chains, ions will move
accordingly. Since the field produced by a dipole is pro-
portional to the inverse cube of distance, in a processes of
spontaneous polarization, we may ignore the—I−—I−—
chains and the —MA—MA— chains. For an ion in a
given chain, the field at the position of that ion produced
by other —I−—Pb2+—I−— chains is much weaker than
the field produced by the ions in the same chain29. Thus
we only need to consider one —I−—Pb2+—I−— chain.
In a perovskite structure, the critical polarizability αc for
the existence of a spontaneously polarized (ferroelectric
or anti-ferroelectric) phase is29: αc = (a/2)
3/0.383. In
MAPbI3, a = 6.3A˚, then αc = 8.16× 10−29m3.
The electronic polarization of I− and Pb2+ ions, and
the orientation polarization of the MA dipoles are not
enough to produce a spontaneous polarization. The po-
larizabilities of I− and Pb2+ are αI− = 6.43 × 10−30m3,
αPb2+ = 4.9× 10−30m352, which are far from enough to
produce a spontaneous polarization. If the MA dipole
can rotate freely, the average dipole 〈p〉T at temperature
T is31
〈p〉T ≈ p
2
3kBT ǫ0
ǫ0E, (25)
where E is the strength of electric field. Then the rota-
tional polarizability αMA of MA dipoles is
αMA =
p2
3kBT ǫ0
. (26)
One can see that when T . 44K, αMA could reach αc.
However, we overestimated αMA. In the fabrication pro-
cess, the orientations of MA dipoles are random. The
energy barrier for the reorientation of a MA dipole is at
8least 13.5 meV (157.2K)34,53. When the temperature is
lowered to T . 44K, the MA dipoles are already locked
into various orientations by the energy barrier. A spon-
taneous polarization cannot be produced from the reori-
entation of the MA dipoles.
Let us consider the induced dipole caused by the dis-
placements of Pb2+ and I− ions. To make Pb2+ sit in
the octahedral hole of I−, one requires that 0.414R <
r < 0.732R [54], where r = 1.33A˚ is the radius of
Pb2+, R = 2.06A˚ is the radius of I− [17]. One can see
r/R = 0.65, Pb2+ is not enclosed by the I− ions too
tightly. Denote the spring constant of Pb2+—I− as k,
the charge of I− as qI− , the charge of Pb
2+ as qPb2+ .
The stretch frequency of Pb2+—I− is ν˜ =106.9 cm−1
[55]. Then k = mrω
2
∼ 53Nm−1, where mr is the re-
duced mass of Pb2+ and I−. In an electric field E, the
induced dipole pin = qPb2+d2 + qI−d1 of —Pb
2+—I−—
is
pin =
q2
Pb2+
+ q2
I−
kǫ0
ǫ0E, (27)
where d1 and d2 are the induced displacements of I
−
ion and Pb2+ ion. The polarizability αdis due to the
displacements of Pb2+ and I− ions is
αdis =
q2
I−
+ q2
Pb2+
ǫ0k
≈ 2.73× 10−28m3 > αc. (28)
Above estimation only considered the induced dis-
placements of Pb2+ and I− ions without the perturba-
tion of thermal vibrations. Considering αdis is only three
times larger than αc, thermal vibrations could signifi-
cantly reduce d1 and d2, i.e αdis. It seems reasonable to
assume that at a low enough temperature, MAPbI3 is
in a spontaneously polarized phase (either in a ferroelec-
tric phase or in an anti-ferroelectric phase). To decide if
a ferroelectric or an anti-ferroelectric is more favorable,
one needs a more refined calculation to determine the di-
rection of the internal field on the —I−—I−— chain is
whether parallel or antiparallel to the field on the —I−—
Pb2+—I−— chain.
3. Neglect of the susceptibility from free carriers
The screening caused by the ‘free’ carriers may affect
the properties of ABX3 in two aspects: (a) screening the
the electric field Epol which causes spontaneous polar-
ization; (b) screening three bare interactions: polaron-
polaron (PP) interaction, polaron-defect interaction (P-
def), and polaron-acoustic phonon interaction (P-LA)56.
Let us first discuss effect (a). The maximal screen-
ing is reached if the positive and negative charges are
concentrated in two opposite surfaces. The observed
size l of a ferroelectric domain is l . 10−6m57–59, then
the surface charge density σ is σ ∼ nel. The electric
field Eres produced by the free carriers is Eres ∼ nel/ǫ0.
The induced dipole pres by the field Eres of free carri-
ers is pres ∼ αcrinle. If pres is comparable to the dipole
p(MA) of MA, then the spontaneous polarization is mod-
ified. For l = 10−6m, the upper limit concentration is
nupper = p(MA)/αcrile ∼ 5.85 × 1017cm−3. Considering
we used the largest l, the actual nupper may be higher
than above value. Then, for ne < 10
18cm−3, the changes
in elastic constants and Epol are negligible. ABX3 is still
in a super paraelectric phase.
Secondly, let us discuss effect (b). For 2 × 1017 .
ne . 10
18cm−3 and T .350K the Debye-Huckel screen-
ing length rDH is rDH =
√
ǫ0kBT/ne2 . 28.9A˚. The di-
ameter of an EP is 2REP ∼ 56.7A˚ & rDH . Debye-Huckel
type electronic screening does not happen; for ne <
2 × 1017cm−3 and T > 350K, r−1DH = (ne2/ǫ0kBT )1/2 ≪
kb, the Debye-Huckel screening plays little role except
for the phonons with very low frequencies60. But if
n > 1018cm−3, the carriers are electrons (holes), the
Thomas-Fermi screening caused by the ‘free’ electrons.is
significant.
In summary, if I0 is not too big, i.e. ne < 10
18cm−3,
the screening mainly comes from the bound electrons and
the displacements of ions.
B. Screened interactions
The effective interaction He-LA of electron-LA phonon
relates to the bare interaction by56:
He-LA = H
bare
e-LA/ε(ω, T ). (29)
To get a manageable expression for mobility µ, we use
ε(ωb, T ) = ε∞ +
C(ωb)
T
, (30)
at the characteristic frequency ωb = cskb ∼ 1.41 ×
1013rad/s of P-Aph interaction to all frequency ω. De-
note εs1 = ε(ωb, T1) at a specific temperature T1, then
for temperature T , one has
1
ε(ωb, T )
=
T
T1εs1 + (T − T1)ε∞ ≈
T
T1εs1
. (31)
The last step of Eq.(31) results from εs1 ≫ ε∞ at all tem-
perature. Unfortunately, no ε(ω, T ) data around ωb are
reported in this frequency range18. Taking T1 =300K is
convenient. Using the static dielectric constant ε0 ≈ 70
at T1 = 300K
18, then εs1 ∼ (ε∞ + ε0)/2 ∼ 38, which is
close to the interpolated value from lower and higher fre-
quencies, cf. Fig.2b of18. For ε∞ = 6.8, ε0 = 30
23, εs1 ∼
(ε∞+ε0)/2 ∼ 18, which is quite close to Reε(9meV) = 20
directly calculated from DFPT23. Similarly, for ε∞ =
4.5, ε0 = 24.1
21, εs1 ∼ (ε∞ + ε0)/2 ∼ 15. As noticed
in Sec.VA3, Eq.(31) are applicable for ne < 10
18cm−3.
The effective interaction Hint relates to the bare interac-
tion Hbareint by Hint = H
bare
int /ε(ωb, T ), where H
bare
int repre-
sents any of Hbareee , H
bare
e-def and H
bare
e-LA. Then,
hee =
e2
ǫ0V|k2 − k′2|2ε
, (32)
9where ε−1 is given by Eq.(31). The effective ee interac-
tion for whole sample is Hee =
∑
j<k hee(j, k). Similarly,
he-def =
1
4πǫ0
∆zI−e
2
εRe-V(I−)
, (33)
the e-def interaction for whole sample is He-def =∑
jβ he-def(j, β).
C. hP-LO and hP-LA
The bare interaction of an electron with wave vector
ki with LA phonons can be written as
hbaree-LA = −i
∑
jKk
1
ε
√
~N
2MjωLA(k)
e
(LA)
j (k) · (k+K)
Vjk+Kc
†
ki+k+K
cki(akLA + a
†
−kLA), (34)
where ωLA(k) = clk, cl is the speed of longitudinal sound
wave. For a normal process (K = 0), one may estimate
Eq.(34) by
hbaree-LA ∼
∑
jk
√
~N
2Mjclk
k
e2
ǫ0k2V . (35)
Then the screened interaction is
he-LA ∼
∑
k
1
ε(clk, T )
√
~N
2Mjclk
k
e2
ǫ0k2V . (36)
To simplify Eq.(35), let us consider
〈 1
k3/2
〉 =
∫ kb
0
1
k3/2
4πk2dk∫ kb
0
4πk2dk
=
2
k
3/2
b
,
then ∑
k
1
k3/2
=
V 4π3 k3b
(2π)3
〈 1
k3/2
〉 = V
4π
3 k
3
b
(2π)3
2
k
3/2
b
.
Eq.(35) becomes:
hbaree-LA ∼
V 4π3 k3b
(2π)3
√
~N
2Mjclkb
2k−1b
e2
ǫ0V .
The interaction between an electron and LO phonons
is37
he-LO =
∑
q
(Vqaqe
iq·r + V †q a
†
qe
−iq·r). (37)
The order of magnitude of Eq.(37) is
he-LO ∼
∑
q
i~ωLO
1
qV1/2 (
~
2mωL
)1/4[4πα]1/2, (38)
where
α =
e2
4πǫ0(2~ωLO)
(
2mωL
~
)1/2(
1
ε∞
− 1
ε0
). (39)
To further simplify Eq.(38), let us consider
〈1
q
〉 =
∫ kb
0
1
q 4πq
2dq∫ kb
0
4πq2dq
=
3
2kb
,
then ∑
q
1
q
=
V 4π3 k3b
(2π)3
〈1
q
〉 = V
4π
3 k
3
b
(2π)3
3
2kb
.
Eq.(38) becomes
he-LO ∼
V 4π3 k3b
(2π)3
3
2kb
~ωLO
1
V1/2 (
~
2mωL
)1/4[4πα]1/2.
Using N = ncellV , where ncell is the number of primitive
cells in unit volume. One has
he-LO/he-LA ∼
3
2~ωLO(
~
2mωL
)1/4[4πα]1/2
1
ε
√
~
2Mjclkb
2 e
2
ǫ0
n
1/2
cell
, (40)
where ε−1 is given by Eq.(31). According to the
polaron theory38, the interaction between polaon and
LO phonons (the residual e-LO interaction) is small:
hP-LO/he-LO ∼ (α/10)
4, where α is the dimensionless
coupling constant given by Eq.(39). On the other hand,
hP-Aph ≈ he-LA. Finally,
hP-LO/hP-LA ∼ (α/10)
4he-LO/he-LA ∼ 0.12. (41)
If one use line width as an indication of the strength
of e-Oph and e-Aph interaction, then he-LO ∼ 40meV
(MAPbI3), he-LA ∼ 18meV at T=300K
12. It turns out
hP-LO/hP-LA ∼ (α/10)
4he-:LO/he-LA ∼ 0.1. Two differ-
ent estimations produced similar results. One can see
that in MAPbI3, P-LA interaction is more important
than P-LO interaction.
D. Non-degenerate polaron gas
Writing the average occupation number fe(ε) per spin
in a state with energy ε as
fe(ε) = Ae
−ε/kBT , (42)
then the factor A is determined by
ne = 2
∫ ∞
0
dεfe(ε)D(ε), (43)
where
D(ε) =
1
2π2
mP
~2
√
2mPε
~
(44)
10
is the number of states per unit energy per unit volume
per spin. The energy zero point is taken at εc, factor 2
in Eq.(43) comes from two spin states. Thus the average
occupation number fe(ε) of a state with energy ε is given
by
fe(ε) =
4π3/2~3e−ε/kBT
(2mPkBT )3/2
ne. (45)
If we define the degeneracy of a gas of EPs as eg/kBT =
1, the degenerate density nde at a given temperature T can
be determined by:
nde(T ) = (mPkBT/2π~
2)3/2. (46)
For several effective masses of polaron, Fig.7 gives the
degenerate density nde as a function of temperature T .
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FIG. 7. Degenerate density as function of temperature calcu-
lated from Eq.(46) for several values of mP.
The degenerate density nde ∝ m
3/2
P is sensitive to the
choice of mP. In Table.I, n
d
e are listed for T = 10, 20 and
300K. We could use Boltzmann distribution (45) only
when ne < (n
d
e)min. When ne > n
d
e , the gas of EPs or
electrons should be described by the Fermi distribution.
In the photovoltaic application, ne ≪ min{nde , nce}. The
carriers are non-degenerate EP gas.
TABLE I. Degenerate density (1019cm−3) for several typical
temperature and polaron effective mass
T \mP 3m 5.1m 10m 100m
10K 0.04 0.09 0.24 7.72
20K 0.11 0.25 0.69 21.83
300K 6.59 14.61 40.11 1268
E. Collision mechanisms
The formation energy EEP of an electron polaron (EP)
is larger than the maximal energy ~ωb of an acoustic
phonon (9.2meV), and the energy change v∆p ∼ kBT
in EP-EP collision (v is the velocity of a polaron, ∆p is
the change in momentum during a collision). Therefore,
before an EP annihilating with a hole polaron (HP), an
EP is a stable entity, will not break into an electron in
three collision mechanisms (EP-EP, EP-defect and EP-
Aph).
The charge transport is mainly controlled by three col-
lision mechanisms: (i) EP-EP scattering; (ii) EP-defect
scattering; and (iii) absorption or/and emission a LA
phonon by a EP. To calculate the mobility of EP with
Boltzmann equation, in a ABX3 sample, let us consider a
physical infinitesimal volume40 V which containsN prim-
itive cells.
F. EP-EP scattering
The rate νPP = (
∂fp
∂t )PP of change in distribution func-
tion fp of EPs caused by EP-EP collisions is
43
(
∂fp
∂t
)PP =
2π
~
∑
p2p′
|〈p′,p′2|HPP|p,p2〉|2
δ(Ep + Ep2 − Ep′ − Ep′2) (47)
{fp′fp′2(1− fp)(1− fp2)− fpfp2(1− fp′)(1− fp′2)},
where
HPP =
e2
ǫ0V|k2 − k′2|2ε
, (48)
is the effective Coulomb interaction between two EPs
with momentum p and p2, p2 − p′2 = p′ − p is the mo-
mentum exchange during collision, k2−k′2 = (p2−p′2)/~.
ε−1 is given by Eq.(31).
To estimate the order of magnitude of νPP, let us
mimic the procedure of43. Consider the second term in
Eq.(47). We notice that fp = 1, fp2 is given by Eq.(45)
by ε → εp2 . Because fp′ and fp′2 ≪ 1, the number in
each ( ) can be taken as 1. If one views the energy conser-
vation delta function as a rectangle with width D, where
D ∼ 3eV is the width of the conduction band21,22. Then
the height of the delta function is D−1. The summations
over p2 and p
′ produces (kBTV dZdE )2, here dZdE ∼ a−3D−1
is the density of states per unit volume per unit energy
interval, a is the lattice constant of a primitive cell. The
characteristic momentum exchange may be taken as the
minimal detectable change in momentum, i.e. the un-
certainty of the momentum ~/d, where d = 2RP is the
diameter of a EP. Then the average collision frequency
νPP of a EP with other EPs is
νPP ∼
[
T
T1εs1 + (T − T1)ε∞
]2
ne (49)
4π3/2~3e−ε2/kBT
(2mEPkBT )3/2
1
~
d4
a6
(
e2
ǫ0
)2
(kT )2
D3
.
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Because the EP gas is non-degenerate, ne and m
−3/2
P
appear in fp2 , and as a result appear in νPP. Accord-
ing to the energy partition theorem, the average energy
ε2 ∼ 3kBT/2, then e
−ε2/kBT ≈ e−3/2 does almost not de-
pend on temperature. If EP-EP collision was the unique
collision mechanism, the mobility µ = e/νPPmEP of EP
would be proportional to n−1e m
1/2
P T
−5/2.
G. Scattering EP by defects
Denote C as the number of the I− vacancies per unit
volume, the average distance between two vacancies is
∼ C−1/3. The Coulomb scattering amplitude caused by
hdef is
61,62 fc ∼ ∆zI−e
2/8πǫ0εkBT ≈ 1.76A˚, is smaller
than C−1/3 for a moderate defect concentration. For ex-
ample, if the concentration of I− vacancy is 1 in 2 cells
(16.7%), the average distance between two I− vacancies
is ∼ 7.9A˚. Then one can ignore the interference between
two I− vacancies. In a sample with volume V , there are
CV iodine ions vacancies. The total scattering proba-
bility with CV I− vacancies is just CV multiply by the
scattering probability with one I− vacancy.
Comparing to the kinetic energy of an EP, even taken
into account the large dielectric constant ε ≈ 70 of
CH3NH3PbI3, the polaron-defect interaction hP-def can-
not be treated as a perturbation14,61, Born approxima-
tion is inapplicable40,61 to.the scattering of an EP by an
I− vacancy. Fortunately, for Coulomb potential (33), the
scattering probability calculated by Fermi’s golden rule
is the same as that calculated by the exact method63.
The rate of change in the distribution function of EPs
caused by the collisions with I− vacancies is14,40
(
∂fp
∂t
)P-def =
∑
p′
CV 2π
~
|〈p′|hP-def|p〉|2 (50)
δ(Ep′ − Ep)[fp′(1 − fp)− fp(1 − fp′)],
where
〈p′|hP-def|p〉 = 1
εVǫ0
∆zI−e
2
q2
, q = (p′ − p)/~. (51)
Let us estimate the average collision frequency νP-def =
(∂fp/∂t)P-def of an EP with defects. Since an I
− vacancy
is attached to the perovskite lattice, and the mass of
lattice is much larger than mP. The collision of an EP
with an I− vacancy can be viewed as elastic collision, a
typical change in wave vector is q ∼
√
2mPkBT/~.
∑
p′
is over VkBTD−1a−3 electronic states. Viewing the delta
function as a rectangle with width D, the height of delta
function is ∼ D−1. Combine these factors, the rate νP-def
of change in the distribution function of EPs caused by
the collisions with I− vacancies is
νP-def ≈
[
T
T1εs1 + (T − T1)ε∞
]2
C
2π
~
(52)
(
∆zI−e
2
ǫ0
)2
1
D2a3
~
4
(2mPkBT )2
kBT.
The circle line in Fig.8(b) is νP-def vs. T for a moder-
ate vacancy concentration C = 1/10cell (3.33%). νP-def
is much smaller than νP-Aph. However, for C ∼ 1/cell
(33.3%), νP-def is comparable to even surpass νP-Aph.
It has been noticed that µ is not sensitive to the defects
in ABX3
10,11. One of the reasons is that ABX3 is in a
super paraelectric phase, has a larger dielectric function.
The polaron-defect interaction is screened by the internal
electric field caused by the displacements of the Pb2+
and I− ions: hP-def = h
bare
P-def/ε ≪ hbareP-def. According to
Eq.(52), νP-def ∼ C/ε
2. If ABX3 was not in a super
paraelectric phase, ε would be order 1. The polaron-
defect scattering would be a far more serious matter.
H. Absorption or emission a LA phonon by a EP
The rate νP-LA = (∂fp/∂t)P-LA of change in the dis-
tribution function fp of EP caused by the P-LA phonon
scattering is40
(
∂fp
∂t
)P-LA = −
∑
k
∂N0(ω)
∂~ω
[f0(p
′)− f0(p)] (53)
{w(p′,k;p)(ϕp′ − ϕp + χk)δ(Ep − Ep′ − ~ωk)
−w(p′;p,k)(ϕp′ − ϕp − χk)δ(Ep − Ep′ + ~ωk)}
where f0 and N0 are the equilibrium distribution func-
tions at temperature T for EPs and phonons, ϕ and χ
describe the deviations of fp and Nk from equilibrium
fp − f0(ε) = −∂f0(ε)
∂ε
ϕ, (54)
and
Nk −N0(k) = −∂N0(ω)
∂~ω
χ. (55)
The probability coefficient w(p′,k;p) is defined by
2π
~
|〈p′,k|hP-LA(emission)|p〉|2 (56)
= w(p′,k;p)(Nk + 1),
or
2π
~
|〈p′|hP-LA(absorption)|p,k〉|2
= w(p′;p,k)Nk. (57)
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Using Eqs.(29,56), one has
w ∼
πN
ε2Mωk2V2 (
ze2
ǫ0
)2. (58)
In calculating transition probability caused by hP-LA, one
should be careful that the total probability is NOT the
sum of the probabilities caused by the ions in a primitive
cell. The interference between ions is vital64, otherwise
will lead to a wrong conclusion: w =
∑
i wi which means
that the more atoms in a primitive cell, the stronger P-
LA interaction.
Let us estimate the change rate νP-LA = (
∂fp
∂t )P-LA of
distribution function of EP caused by emission or ab-
sorption a LA phonon.
∑
k in Eq.(53) represents the
summation over all possible phonon states, produces a
factor V4πk3b/3. The delta function represents the en-
ergy conservation during the emission or absorption of a
phonon. Since the maximal allowable energy of a phonon
is ~ωb, the width of the delta function is ~ωb. Then the
height of delta function is (~ωb)
−1. For most of the tem-
perature range of photovoltaic application, ~ωb ≪ kBT ,
so that40
∂N0(ω)
∂~ω
∼
kBT
(~ωb)2
. (59)
Because the characteristic energy of an EP is ∼ kBT and
~ωb ≪ kBT , (ϕp′−ϕp+χk) ∼ kBT 40. The delta function
in Eq.(53) requires Ep′ = Ep ± ~ωk, then
f0(p
′)− f0(p) = ∂f0(ε)
∂ε
(Ep′ − Ep)
∼ ne
4π3/2~3e−ε/kBT
(2mP)3/2(kBT )5/2
~ωb. (60)
Since we are considering the change of occupation num-
ber in state |p〉 at the time moment t, in Eq.(53), fp = 1
at the concerned moment t43. Combine above consider-
ations, one has
νP-LA ∼
[
T
T1εs1 + (T − T1)ε∞
]2
π
Mωbk2ba
3
4π
3
k3b (
ze2
ǫ0
)2(
kBT
~ωb
)2ne
4π3/2~3e−ε/kBT
(2mEP )3/2(kBT )5/2
. (61)
In Fig.8, Eqs.(49,52,61) are plotted against T for ne =
1018cm−1, mP = 10m, ε(ωb) = 36.5 [which are different
to those for Fig.3 in the text]. One can see that relation
νP-LA ≫ νP-def ≫ νPP is not sensitive to the choice ofmP
and ε. One can also see νP-Aph ≫ νP-def intuitively: (1)
the available states for the EP-defect scattering produce
a factor 1/D2, while for the P-Aph process produce a
factor (~ωD)
−2, 1/D2 ≪ (~ωD)−2; (2) the probability of
P-Aph interaction is proportional to Nω which is a large
number because the acoustic modes are fully excited.
We calculate µ(T ) with the experimental ε(ω, T ) for
ω/2π = 1KHz obtained in19 instead of ε∞ + C(ω)/T ,
i.e. in Eqs.(49,52,61) replace
[
T
300εs1+(T−300)ε∞
]2
by
[ε(ωb, T )]
−2, where ε(ωb, T ) = [ε(ω/2π = 1KHz, T ) +
ε∞]/2. The general trend of µ(T ) observed in [9] is re-
produced: in tetragonal phase µ(T ) ∝ T−3/2, while in
the orthorhombic phase µ(T ) decreases with decreasing
temperature. Due to the samples in [9] and in [19] are
different, the transition temperature in [9] is 150K, while
in [19] is 160K. But the general trend of µ(T ) in or-
thorhombic phase9 is reproduced by the current model
with experimental dielectric function of [19]. If one as-
sumes that (i) the sample in [9] is more uniform and
is annealed slowly, below 150K, only orthorhombic phase
exists; (ii) both tetragonal phase and orthorhombic phase
coexist9,48 in the samples of earlier work5–7 at T < 150K;
then the two observations can be conciliated.
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FIG. 8. mP = 10m, ne = 10
18cm−3, cs = 2147 m/s, using last
step of Eq.(31) and ε(ω0) = 36.5. (a) PP collision frequency
νPP as a function of temperature determined by Eq.(49). (b)
P-LA collision frequency νP-LA and P-Vac collision frequency
ν
P-Vac I
− as functions of temperature determined by Eq.(61)
and Eq.(52). νP-LA is the main scattering mechanism.
The total collision frequency νt of an EP is the sum-
mation of all three processes:
νt = νP-LA + νP-def + νPP. (62)
The mobility is
µ =
e
νtmP
. (63)
From Eqs.(49,52,61), we have seen that collision fre-
quencies and µ depend on ε(ω, T ). There are some dis-
crepancies among the experimental dielectric functions
obtained by different authors. For example, ε0 ≈ 33 ac-
cording to20,32 instead of ε0 ≈ 70
18,19, that may due to
the differences in the compositions, structures, status of
samples and the methods of measurement. The dielec-
tric functions calculated by different methods are not far
from each other ε0 ≈ 24.5, about two times smaller than
the well cited experimental value ε0 ≈ 70
18,19,65,66. In
Fig.9, we made a fitting with ε0 ≈ 70, which anticipates
a higher concentration of carriers. However, Eq.(63) is
only for the mobility µe of EPs. The hole mobility µh
has the same order of magnitude as µe. The measured
mobility is φ(µe+µh), where φ is the quantum efficiency
of photon. If we plot (µe + µh) rather than just µe,
13
ε0 ≈ 70 would suggest a similar carrier concentration as
that obtained in Fig.5 in text.
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FIG. 9. Mobility calculated with Eqs.(49,52,61,62,63)(solid
line) and exact Eq.(31), dielectric function ε0 = 70, ε∞ = 6.5
taken from measurement18. (a) Experimental data (crosses)
from6, ne = 1.2×10
18cm−3. (b) Experimental data (squares)
from7, ne = 4.1× 10
18cm−3.
I. Decreases of vibrational entropy in a polaron
The frequency ω1 of Pb-I stretch mode is increased
in a polaron which leads to the decrease of vibrational
entropy. To estimate the decrease of vibrational entropy,
we apply the Morse potential
V (r) = D[1− e−σ(r−re)]2, (64)
to describe the potential energy of the Pb2+ and I− inter-
action, where σ is a positive number, D is the dissociation
energy of Pb-I bond, r is the distance between Pb2+ and
I− ion, re = 3.15A˚ is the equilibrium distance between
Pb2+ and I− in a normal lattice without the static de-
formation inside an EP.
FIG. 10. Schematic sketch of the deformation in an EP: Pb-I
bonds are compressed and stretched alternatively by the extra
electron in the center of polaron.
In an EP, Pb-I bonds are alternatively compressed and
stretched, cf. Fig.10. These static deformations make
the Pb-I distances are smaller and larger than re. If
the distance between Pb and I is fixed at r, the spring
constant k(r) is
k(r) =
d2V (r)
dr2
= 2Dσ2[2e−2σ(r−re) − e−σ(r−re)]. (65)
The positive number σ in Eq.(64) is determined by
σ =
√
k(re)
2D
. (66)
Then, Eq.(65) becomes
k(r) = k(re)[2e
−2σ(r−re) − e−σ(r−re)]. (67)
One can easily check
dk(r)
dr
= 2Dσ3[e−σ(r−re) − 4e−2σ(r−re)], (68)
and
d2k(r)
dr2
= 2Dσ4[8e−2σ(r−re) − e−σ(r−re)]. (69)
From Eq.(68), one can see dk(r)dr |r=re = 0. From Eq.(69),
one can see d
2k(r)
dr2 > 0 for
r < re +
√
2D
k(re)
ln 8. (70)
Above two facts mean that r = re is a minimum of k(r).
The spring constant of the stretch mode of Pb-I bond
can be estimated from k(re) = mrω
2
LO, where mr is the
reduced mass of Pb ion and I ion. If one takes ωLO =
100cm−1, k(re) = 46.4N/m. The bond energy of Pb-I is
D = 142KJ/mol [http://www.chem.tamu.edu/rgroup
/connell/linkfiles/bonds.pdf], then
√
2D
k(re)
ln 8 = 2.1A˚.
From Eq.(66), σ = 9.92× 109m−1.
Consider an ion with charge qi, denote the distance
between the extra electron and the ion as x, then the
static displacement caused by the extra electron is
d(x, qi) =
1
4πǫ0
eqi
keε0x2
, (71)
where ke = k(re) is spring constant of Pb-I bond in a nor-
mal crystal, ε0 is the static dielectric function. To get an
upper limit of d(x, qi), let us take ε0 = 24.5, x = 3.15A˚,
qi = e, then the largest possible static displacement of
I− ion d(x, qi) = 0.02A˚≪
√
2D
k(re)
ln 8. In an EP, even for
the stretched Pb-I bond, condition (70) is still satisfied.
Since r = re is a minimum of k(r) under condition (70),
both the compressed Pb-I bond and the stretched Pb-I
bond have larger spring constants k(r), i.e. larger vibra-
tional frequency ω1 =
√
k(r)
mr
> ωLO, which leads to a
smaller vibrational entropy in a polaron relative to that
of an electron in the undeformed lattice.
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